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Abstract

Context is merely an equivocal concept for architecture design to survive through social 
criticism, especially when the practice has indulged in a narcissistic ideology since the 
post-modernist era. Many current concepts and design ideas from Cornell AAP postulate 
architecture design must somehow transcend its prescribed ever diminishing character 
in our society by being more specifically responsive to both internal and external factors, 
such as the relationship between human, architecture space, and its natural context. 

Kenya Hara believes that design is the wisdom that will rejuvenate the world, visualizing 
dormant possibilities and offering people a fresh awakening. The process of a known 
thing to became unknown is a process of restudying and exploration since designers are 
not information masters rather than consumers. A responsive design derived from the 
concept of Ex-formation, regardless of its method and scale, is a conscious dichotomy of 
expression of the designer’s rational and emotional reactions to specific conditions that 
ameliorate the static extrinsic modality of buildings. The responsive architecture, thus, 
became an essential design strategy to highlight the increasing social awareness regard to 
environmental degradation issues. 
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I belong to the Post-90s, the first generation in China that claimed to grow up benefiting 
from the economic reform. I witnessed not only the fast development of our life quality 
but also the dramatic urbanization that delineated a controversial relationship between 
anthropological environment and natural environment. 

More or less, architecture is lagging behind the social zeitgeist due to its relatively 
confined nature. Under today’s irreversible culture mixture and the impact of media, 
the endeavor to conclusively define architecture in dogmatic discourse that deviated 
from people and the environment is foremost no longer capable of adapting to the fast-
shifting contemporary cultural and social diversity. What is the contemporary trend of 
architecture? If we see design ideas as a compilation of chronological reactions to their 
historical background of the day? 

Subsided from the hubris emerged along with the fast technology and economy in the 
late 20th and the early 21st century, supreme human power that conquering nature is no 
longer laudable. Fast technology and economic development at the expense of natural 
degradation is already a fault statement. It is also a misconception of the relationship 
between humans, society, and nature. The time study in the Cornell graduate school 
provided opportunities to further investigate the potential of architecture and urban 
design pushing forward the intention of a more creative approach of making a more 
sustainable future. 

 “The modern city wears the badges which distinguish it as a product of the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries. Polluted rivers, a polluted atmosphere, squalid industry, vulgarity 
of commerce […] a century with unequaled wealth and technology, [has resulted in] the 
least humane physical environment known to history. It is a problem of major importance 
to understand why the nineteenth and twentieth centuries have failed in the creation 
of a physical environment; why the physical environment has not been, and is not now, 
considered as a significant aspect of wealth and social justice.” Ian McHarg, 1963

Our physical environment has become degraded rather than enriched by processes 
of modernization and development. “Cities and Climate Changes” seminar (teaches 
by Ioanna Theocharopoulou, urban design TI elective course) proposes a lens through 
multiple, complex, and entangled factors that implicate architecture with development 
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and growth understood as ever-increasing levels of material consumption. How 
architecture plays a role in re-thinking its place as a key instrument of sustainable 
development? What are the ways that cities can be modified or redesigned to address 
social and environmental sustainability? Lastly, what new roles can we imagine and claim 
for design and architecture today or how might our physical environment start to be 
considered as a significant aspect of wealth and social justice?

All these questions lead to the concept of responsive design. Regardless of its method 
and scale, responsive design is a conscious dual expression of the designer’s rational and 
emotional reactions to specific conditions that ameliorate the static extrinsic modality 
of architecture. Ubiquitous in postmodernism era architecture designs, the so-called 
context was merely an equivocal gambit dealing with numerous social criticism, especially 
when the practice has indulged in a narcissistic ideology. Nevertheless, to postulate that 
architecture design must somehow transcend its prescribed ever diminishing character in 
our society by being more specifically responsive to both internal and external factors. 

4 design studio projects from Cornell MSAAD program demonstrated my understandings 
of physical sustainable approaches for vernacular architecture designs that are responsive 
to their environmental context. Conventional vernacular architecture, by definition, 
highlights the locality in aspects of material and culture. However, what is the vernacular 
architecture that suits contemporary cosmopolitan in a fast developing era when cultural 
and technology is no longer constrained by geological locations and boundaries?  A 
responsive design that resonates with sustainable thinking is the new vernacular 
architecture. 
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Began with a visiting to the recycling facility in Brooklyn, the first 2-week project lead by 
Caroline O’Donnell in the New York Studio was looking for a strategy of direct utilization 
of urban wastes in architecture. A temporary pavilion composed of used t-shirts generates 
additional steps in a typical textile lifecycle before landfill. An essential delay for textile 
wastes reduces the intensity of urban waste disposal facilities. 

Through the form of architecture and art, the project conveying the spirit of recycling 
to local communities as Ada Colau valued and advocated for the necessity of architects 
and designers getting closer to society as citizens, allowing them to mingle with people 
and contribute to specific urban issues. The recycle pavilion situated in the north point of 
Roosevelt Island, a green and peaceful lighthouse park, became a physical intervene of an 
urban recycling spirit.  Each piece of recycled textiles in the pavilion is replaceable. People 
from surrounding neighborhoods are welcome to contribute to replacing and renewing 
the pavilion with their recycling t-shirts, facilitating the constantly changing appearance 
and texture in on the pavilion as a stong manifestation from urban recycling pioneers. 
These perspectives involve the local community as well as urban challenges facing 
global developing cities. The outcomes of the design anchored the essentialness of the 
connection between architecture, people, and environmental context. 
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Besides the reuses of material, the exploration and invention of new material are equally 
essential. Led by Laia Mogas and Jorge Duro, the 2nd project investigated the possibility 
of new construction material. The material we studied as a group is spider silk, a 100% 
natural degradable advanced material that has promising future, however, conventionally 
understood as simply a strong biomaterial in tension for heavy-duty industries or military 
fields. Through investigation, we found out that both artificial and natural spider silk will 
respond to alternating air humidity through sensitive automatic tensile strength changes. 
Such character may not affect its performance as a material. However, it is insightful to 
Imagine a design composed of such a material that can be highly sensitive to its context 
environment. 

To re-establish architecture as a generator of possibility, our proposal begins by turning 
the existing static architecture into a dynamic alternative. The design will respond to 
environmental humidity changes through a constant transformation caused by the effect 
of alternating tensile strength in the material. In this context it is natural that an auto-
transformable pavilion made by artificial spider silk, which is not to the industry but an 
evolving and improving present and potential future, embodies a dynamic dichotomy 
produced by the simultaneous coexistence of seemingly disparate aspirations; high 
technology and leisure; recreation and education; symbolic and functional; it is the real 
generative effect of living architecture.
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Temporary architecture has its advantage of being in the stage of transient and 
experimental. The ambition of achieving the concept of sustainable and responsive 
design in permanence architecture is equally essential. Besides the distraction of nature 
land and many kinds of pollution, CO2 emission is one of the most impactful factors that 
aggravating our natural environment.

High CO2 emission as a result of excessive consumption of fossil fuel and human activities 
are changing the global atmosphere. The actual phenomenon of global warming started 
to violate our perception of what is natural and what is artificial. What we had previously 
recognized as the natural outdoor climate is no longer natural today, which ceases the 
existence of the classical architectural dichotomy between inside and outside. Philipe 
Rham’s studio encouraged us to study a single climatic element/phenomenon related to 
climate and atmosphere, ultimately leading to design for a “College of Climaticism” on the 
Cornell Campus. 

Evapotranspiration, a term which yet familiar to architecture design, is one of the most 
conventional components that exist in the natural water and energy cycle. By definition, 
it’s the process by which water is transferred from the land to the atmosphere by 
evaporation from the soil and other surfaces and by transpiration from plants. Plants can 
cool their surrounding environment through evapotranspiration effectively. Thus, inspired 
by the evapotranspiration of plants, this Botany College Building proposed utilization of 
natural cooling effect from indoor plants and the surrounding natural environment during 
the cooling season and offset heat gain from daily operation inside the building. 
The site is in the Cornell botanic garden, a huge green belt situates along the Beebe Lake 
on the north side of the campus. A high density of plants and a large area of water provide 
an excellent low-temperature air as a natural product for the design in the cooling season. 
Through an architecture design that facilitates natural ventilation, the cool air from the 
surrounding environment create by plants will be transported into the building and 
carrying out hot air easily by wind whenever cooling is needed. 

The Botanic College building has a vege food kitchen, a new interactive and experience 
program introduced to a conventional academic building, not only to connect the 
vegetable farm across the road but also to advocate a more healthy diet for the human 
body and a concept of reducing CO2 emission in the aspect of food production. Meat 
production is not sustainable since it produces a large amount of CO2 by raising and 
processing animals. More vegetation in people’s daily diet will significantly reduce CO2 
emission.
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Project 4 House in the Woods
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Environmental responsive design is not merely applicable to the aspect of rational 
technology, the aesthetic form harmony and atmospheric intimacy with natural fabric is 
also an interesting field for design exploration. In Luben Dimcheff’s Home studio, each 
student composed an artifact that was made of three kinds recycle residential building 
materials, translating their response to a specific living style, philosophy, or spatial order 
before knowing the site. Through making and studying of the artifact, the house concept 
is conceived to be both singular and assembled, an atmospherically articulated whole. 
It is also a home that is both soft and durable, of elemental material with pliant effects; 
a place which is introspective but open, intimate but connected; Interiority within an 
expansive context. 

Many years living in a peaceful small town in Ohio where embraced by nature-inspired 
me the essentiality of natural texture, a uniquely atmospheric and visual noise pattern 
that is extremely identical and inclusive. The architecture is simple enough to emergy into 
the texture of woods. It represents emotion and experiential architectural exploration 
of a friendly confrontation with nature context. It is a home mediating physical and 
psychological landscapes, unified by residences’ uncompromising attention to crafting a 
life between living, working, and nature.
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In terms of architecture, our familiar living tradition is an empirical accumulation over 
time that implicated inadvisable reactions to local culture and customs that underline the 
value of individuality and intimacy with nature. However, the contemporary uninformed 
architectural concepts brought by the rapid standardized urbanization inevitably obscure 
this individuality as well as intimacy with nature context. Disciplinary miscalibration of 
the contemporary urban environment has not simply resulted in premature empirical and 
technological design. Arguably, it is an intricate yet discursive conceptual implication of 
economic and political bounded representation, a developmental pattern that no longer 
following the initial purpose of inhabiting for individuals.

Alongside the awareness of naturalism, people’s notion of a greener approach is 
becoming increasingly sophisticate. Foreseeably, the need for new types of architecture 
and infrastructure that adapt to such conditions will increase, and inevitably generating 
new design problems. My curiosity regarding this phenomenon drove me to further 
explore and reexamine our possible roles facing such a situation. How could our role 
as an architect competent enough (or again) to propose a solution that is impartial and 
pertinent to those conditions?
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